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In this experiment, we have recorded the charge state distribution

resulting from atomic rearrangement following the creation of the inner

shell vacancies in krypton atoms. Intense, highly collimated,

monochromatic and tunable x-ray radiation available at the CHESS

synchrotron radiation facility at Cornell was used to photoionize krypton

atoms in a gas jet target, and a tine-of-flight spectrometer was used to

• record the ions in different charge states formed after photoionization.

Charge state spectra were recorded at below, at the "peak" in the K edge

and above the edge. Below the edge, charge states +4 to +7 ware observed

with appreciable intensity, while at, and above the edge, the charge states

ranged from +4 to +10.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The v.i 1 lie of x-ray absorption specLro^copy as a i.iethod for dettrrr.-fning

the local atomic envtromaent Is well established. For a nunber of resons,

both theoretical and experimental, reference absorption spoctra of isolated

.ito.ns -'ould be highly desirable. Yet .-.part from the K absorption spectra

of !:he noble ^nces (closed shell oystons) Ar-&p core .•"Ti-sorptton spectra of

isolated .itoiis are almost non-oxistent. The need for such spectra is

ey^plif ic-d by a recent calculation by Man son and Inokuti who have shown

t'lat the frti- atom spectral strength (which In turn is proportional-to the

photoionization cross section) has a near threshold structure which has an

appreciable magnitude (e.g., 24% for Ar) and appears to be coercion to nany

atoms. The variation is due to one of the many electron optical effects of

atomic fields, and the result has an Important implication In the study of

solids by photoomlssion, electron energy-loss spectroscopy or EXAFS where

such near threshold structure nay be attributable to solid state effects.

Similarly, absorption spectra of simple atomic aggregates consisting

of t«o, three, four, or more atoms of the same type would be valuable in

investigating the theoretical aspects of EXAFS calculations. Clusters of a
2 3

few atoms, e.g., Gen(n=2-6) or Aun(n=2-7) are formed in vapors at

sufficiently high temperatures. However, the measurement of deep core

absorption spectra of very low density gases, vapors or even nonatomic

layers of foreign atoms.on surfaces Is very difficult because of the very

penetrating nature of electromagnetic radiation in the x-ray region and the

small number of atoms involved, typically of the order of 10 to 10

atoms/cm . Furthermore, unavoidably scattered radiation as well as

photoelectrons and Auger electrons contribute significantly to the overall

background radiation in the x-ray or electron detectors used, often

resulting in data with poor signal to noise ratios. Because of this, x-ray

absorption spectra of say metallic vapors, vapors of molecular compounds or

medium to high Z impurity atoms on surfaces are non-existent or very

difficult to obtain.
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In coi-.voiit icn.-il "V';orption rjn-ctros^opy, the :n.::-.ber of ;-!iorons

transmitted through a sr.riple Is recorded as a function of incident pliocon

i-nergy. However, absorption spectra can also be obtained by recording the

radiations (x-rays or Auger electrons) emitted in the de-excitation of the

liiii«;r :hell vacancy cr.'.-itod in photo.-absorptlon, a technique ;: .rtioulirly

:iy.:-fsil for rc-cordi.ig ;:V».-=orptIon spectra of dilute r:.v.ples. V~:~n dealing

with very dilute c.nplas, -̂ uch as atonic or ..olscular vipors of an rlr-r.int

or compound at temperatures well below the boiling point, detection of ions

for-.Bod in photoionization as a function of incidc-nt photon or.nrgy provides

yet -mother neans for recording absorption spectra. Since these low energy

ions can be detected with very high efficiency compared to x-rays or Auger

electrons, they provide a particularly useful label signaling the

absorption of a photon by an Isolated system.

The labeling is quite distinct, since the de-excitation of an atom

with an Inner shell vacancy results In a highly ionized ion on a time scale

comparable to the lifetirae of the initial core hole. To detect the ions

formed, we have designed and constructed a tlme-of-flight (TOF) charge

spectrometer of the Wiley-McLaren type which can be used to record

absorption spectra of gases, metal vapors and atoms on surfaces by

measuring the total number of Ions produced as a function of incident

photon energy. [The total number of Ions recorded is directly related to

the number of vacancies formed at a given photon energy, which in turn

depends on the value of the absorption coefficient JJ(E).]

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

As an atom with an inner shell vacancy de-excites, the excitation

energy is carried away by a series of x-ray, Auger and Coster-Kronig

transitions, all of which cause the transfer of inner shell vacancies to

outer shells on a time scale comparable to the lifetime of the core

vacancy. (X-ray emissions leave the charge state of an ion unaltered while

non-radiative (electron) emission increases the charge state by one.) A

series of nonradiative transitions can therefore give rise to an atom with

an appreciable number of its outer electrons missing. The process of

vacancy transfer from the initial core hole to final multiple ionized atom

is referred to as "vacancy cascade". The process is mostly associated with
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free Vitons in which c.-ise it has b^c.n u-ell established. For . ••:.-n:p]<>, a K

vacancy fn krypton gives rise to .in o>:puiii;,c-ntnlly observed chuge

distribution which ranges from 1 to 12 and has a rce.in of 6 .

The process of vacancy cascade, which occurs on a time scale of the

orJer of 10" sec is negligible compared to the ion collection time in the

TOF charge spr-ct romater, ~ 10" sec, and pr^'Mcs the bjsts for the

:-.:.] iureii'.'nt of .ibsorption rp.i-ctra of low 'Tensity vapors m d rises by

j.n.-ratlng ions and ton distributions characteristic of the 1 nn.er shell

vacancy produced.

The inner shell vacancy cascade has mnnc-rous ramifications, many of

which are based on the following experimental results: Carlson and White

have measured the relative abundance and recoil energy spectra of fragment

ions resulting from vacancy cascades following creation of deep core holes

in elements which form a part of large nolecules vuch as C2H5I, CH2CD2I and

VbCCHa)^. In particular, the study on tetra:r,ethyl lead showed that when

the molecule was irradiated by Mo K x-rays, complete molecular

decomposition was observed. Furthermore, the high charge state that one

wnuld normally anticipate for lead (from studies on mercury atoms) had been

reduced to the raost probable charge of one by electron pickup from aathyl

groups. As a result of this, the hydrocarbons were completely destroyed.

The very low recoil energy of the lead ion observed (< 0.05 eV) suggests

that the Coulomb repulsion between the central lead atom and its

symmetrically located methyl groups tend to cancel out the recoil as the

highly charged molecular ion explodes from a common center. This was borne

out in recoil calculations in which the methyl groups were placed about the

lead atom in a tetrahedral arrangement. For equally charged methyl groups,

the net calculated recoil for lead was zero. To estimate the effect of an

asynraetric charge distribution, one of the methyl groups was left uncharged

in the calculation, and this small degree of asymmetry generated a lead ion

with a recoil energy more than five times greater than observed

experimentally.
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i n . KX!'I:KI:-:KKTAL A.-^.ANGEMHINT

The experinental arrangement consists of a synchrotron r.idiation

source, raonochromtor and TOF charge spectrometer. The r.onochronator, a

Si(22O) channel cut crystal with a weak link, provided monochromatic

radiation i.ito the A~2 hutch at the Cornell Hi^h H.iergy Synchrotron Source

(CHESS). With this arrangfiJr.ont, it is possible to get " 10

photons/eV—mrad at the appropriate <>iifsrgy in a single pulse, 0.4 IVJHC vide

every 2.56 Msec.

The operation of the TOF spectronoter shown in Fig. 1 is as follows:

a "onochroinatic synchrotron radiation pulse enters the spectrometer through

a 0.25 lira Be window and passes through the source region vhere it creates

ions by photoionizatlon of gas atoms flowing from a small orifice, actually

an electron microscope aperture 100 Pra in diameter. After passing through

the source region, the radiation exits the spectrometer through an Al

window 0.025 mm thick and impinges on a plastic scintillator which is

coupled to a fast photomultiplier, PM, in Fig. 1. This detector provides a

reference stop pulse to the time to amplitude converter (TAC) shown in the

block diagram of Fig. 2. Ions of interest are propelled into the main

acceleration region of the spectrometer, after which they enter the drift

region with the same kinetic energy per unit charge. Since their velocity

Is proportional to (q/m) ' > ions of the same mass but different charge q

arrive at a detector in a time proportional to (m/q) ' . The arrival of

an ion at the detector (a channeltron) generates a signal which is used to

start the time-to-pulse-height converter, and the total time of flight of

the ion from its formation to arrival at the detector is therefore

accurately known. For ions of the sane mass, different charge states are

obtained, and at each photon energy, the total number of ions and their

charge and velocity distribution can be obtained.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the detected ions are used as the start

pulse and the reference pulse as the stop. Because there are so few ions

produced, (typically 5 per second) this arrangement lets the TAC operate

only when an event is detected and thus minimizes the dead time associated

with the TAC cycle time that would occur if the reference pulse were used

as the start. In this node the slowest (lowest charge states) occur at the

shortest time (time difference) between their arrival and the stop pulse.
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riirtii<ir.:iore, because of the very few events and £ood 1 trp.e resolution flight

tiir.ns longer than the 2.56 l-'sec pulse to pulse separation w'lfch .= ppear in

the spectrum as frame overlaps of pulses occurring at a time t = t0 + n x

2.56 lisec can be identified.

The TOF spectrometer is identical to that of Wiley and McLaren. The

firs t yrtd, Gi, is at ground, r ' i e second, G?, at --63 volts .ind the drift

r ^ ion is Ret to -1512 volts (see Fig. 1). V \, the channeltron potential

was Lypically set ; t --23OO volts. With a unity jjain fritter-follower
Q

pronnplifier, and 10 catn in the channeltron ion pulses of the order of 10

nillivolts were obtained. The separation of the grids Gi and G2 is 0.2

cm, that between grid, G2, and the drift region 1.2 cm and the drift-

region is 40 cm long.

A liquid nitrogen trapped diffusion pump with an estimated effective

pulping speed of 150 £/sec pumped on the system. During data collection,

the vacuum in the drift region was typically 1 x 10~ Torr with a back

pressure on the gas target jet a few tenths of a Torr.

Finally, the spectrometer was carefully aligned with respect to the

incident photon beam whose intensity was monitored by a transmission Ion

chamber to nor. allze the measurements. Great care was taken to minimize

the scattered radiation caused by the incident bean emphasizing on the

grids. After doing so the theoretical K edge jump of 7.04 for Kr was •

routinely measured.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Preliminary experiments have been carried out in Kr gas in the

neighborhood of the K edge at 14325 eV. Two nultichannel analyzer TOF

spectra, one below threshold and one above threshold are shown in Figs. 3a

and 3b respectively. The tentative charge state assignments are shown on

these figures. A number of things can be clearly seen even in the raw

data. First, above threshold, as expected, the higher charge states +8,

+9, and +10 are much more intense than below threshold due to opening of

the K-XY Auger channel. Second, the prompt pulse, coming from scattered

radiation is much narrower than the Ion peaks. Thus, the widths of the ion

peaks are not due to Intrinsic limits in the electronics, but rather are

due to the rcass spread of various krypton Isotopes, the thermal energy

spread of the ions and the TOF spread due to finite source width.
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The initial st.-ige of analysis lias been completed and ''lie total nu-.nber

of tons in charge states +4 to +9 has been determined• The detailed fits

to these spectra which include the effects mentioned above are in

progress^ The results of the initial analysis are given in Fig. 4 where

the integrated ion yield as a function of photon energy is plotted. The

lines are just guides to the eye^ The photon enersy scale is r.ai <--ilated

from the angle of the Si(220) nonoctironator and not a calibrated value.

The value of the K edge jurap, 7, is observed for all the charge states

measured. In future ineasureMiits, we plan to investigate the charge state

dependence of the various features of the Kr absorption spectrum as a

function of photon excitation energy in order to determine the onset of

double ionization, etc. To do so will require better statistics.

SUMMARY

A TOF spectrometer of the Wiley-McLaren design has been constructed

and tested at CHESS. Preliminary results on the photoionization of Kr gas

are encouraging and detailed analysis of these data is in progress.

Further studies on elemental vapors and solid surfaces are planned.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig- 1. Schematic of the TOF spectrometer. Gi and G2 are grids.set at

ground and -63 v respectively. The drift region is at -1512 v ,i.nd

Vi, the bias on the channcltron -2300 v. PM is i:he plastic

sclntillator - photonui U p H e r referr-ncc signal S ?s Hie strip

collector for the signal.

Fig. 2. Electronics block diagram. The components tisi'd are Orlec 485

amplifier, Ortec 551 single channel analyzer (SCA), and Ortec 457

time to amplitude converter (TAC).

Fig. 3. a. Multichannel analyzer output below K threshold. Plotted is

the counts as a function of channel number with the tentative

charge state assignments,

b. Same as (a) but above K threshold.

Fig. 4. Integrated intensity as a function of photon energy for charge

states +4 to +9. The intensities have been normalized to

2 x 10 monitor counts. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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